Protection Mat: This Mat is manufactured from
waterproof material and is padded. It has “D”
rings at each corner to allow it to be secured
to the bank. Allowing you to have a dedicated
area where the boat can be left, when not in
use, without being damaged on the bottom.
Waterproof Stretch Cover: Available for all models this
cover allows you to leave the boat outside the bivvy
and it to be protected from either the early morning
and evening dampness and rain.
Transmitter Rain Pouch: A custom designed cover
to protect the transmitter from the rain. It allows
you to use the transmitter during damp / wet
conditions. It comes complete with detachable neck
strap.
“The French Connection DVD: Meet the Microcat,
Baitboat, Procat & Technicat courtesy of Phil Fry
(MD) of Angling Technics and Advanced Carp
Equipment’s Max Cottis as they put all boats
through their paces at “Wintons “ in France.
Phil and Max explore each boat in detail,
explaining baiting applications, radio range,
batteries and battery management, propulsion
and manoeuvrability. Also they offer their tips on
using boats successfully and introduces the large
selection of optional accessories available to
enhance each boat’s capabilities.
Duration: 1 1/2 hour plus.
Battery Box Covers: The Battery Box Covers are only
compatible with the Microcat MkI, MkII & MkIII and were
designed to cover the battery boxes and keep out the
vast majority of water that may come over the upper
hull whilst using the boat. They are manufactured from
transparent strong plastic and are attached to the boat
by velcro.
PVA Enclosure:
The PVA enclosure has been
designed as a hollow, one ended, box that fits
just inside the top of the hopper on the Microcat
and Technicat (two side by side) and are held in
position by velcro strips. The purpose of the
enclosure is to position it just inside the hopper
according to the rig length so that you can push
inside a PVA bag to keep it covered from the rain
and or any dampness.
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